AGENDA
The Student Senate of Capital University
Heather R. Harper, Speaker
Tuesday, March 22, 2011
7:00 P.M. Weiler Conference Suites, Campus Center

1. Call to Order
2. Roll Call
3. The Pledge of Allegiance
4. Devotion
5. Public Comment
6. Approval of the Minutes
   • March 8, 2011 Meeting
7. Committee Reports
8. New Business
9. Senate Announcements
10. Clerk’s Remarks – Emily Morrison
11. President’s Remarks – Ed Higgins
12. Advisor’s Remarks – Dale Mittler & Todd Shaver
13. Speaker’s Remarks – Heather Harper
14. Adjournment
1. Senate Resolution #122
   Author: Rarick
   Co-Sponsors: Harper, Cooper
   To support Greek Council to send four students to the OAC Greek Leadership Conference.

2. Senate Resolution #123
   Author: Stein
   Co-Sponsors: Dent, Morrison, Chenault, Landoll, Gore
   To encourage the Capital Center Management to add equipment to the weight room and the multi-purpose room.

3. Senate Resolution #124
   Author: Hirschfeld
   Co-Sponsors: Gore, Graves, Wilson, McDonald, Harper
   To express appreciation for the work, dedication, and time reverend Denny Asp has devoted to Capital University and its students, and to wish him luck on any future endeavors.

4. Senate Resolution #125
   Author: Fowler
   Co-Sponsors: Magginis, Castro
   To make the default printing double-sided.

5. Senate Resolution #126
   Author: Rarick
   Co-Sponsors: Cooper, Harper
   To support Greek Council to send one student to the Undergraduate Interfraternal Institute.

6. Senate Resolution #127
   Author: Rarick
   Co-Sponsors: Cooper, Baker, Malone, Partika
   To support Greek Council to send one student to the Undergraduate Interfraternal Institute.

7. Senate Resolution #128
   Author: Harper
   Co-Sponsors: Hirschfeld, Wilson, Graves, Gore, McDonald
   To express appreciation for the work, dedication, and time Professor Nicholas J. Perrini has devoted to the Capital and surrounding communities.
A RESOLUTION

To support Greek Council to send four students to the OAC Greek Leadership Conference.

BE IT RESOLVED THE STUDENT SENATE OF CAPITAL UNIVERSITY:

Section I. Whereas, we the Eleventh General Assembly of the Capital University Student Government support allocating $60.00 to Greek Council, and;

Section II. Whereas, the Finance committee seeks to permit the use of funds to allocate Greek Council for the registration costs of four students to the OAC Greek Leadership, held at Otterbein University, in the amount of $60.00 from the Speaker’s fund, and;

Section III. Whereas, the Undergraduate Interfraternal Institute is an educational experience that teaches leadership and exposes its participants to other Greeks from the OAC among other ideals in its curriculum, and;

Section IV. Whereas, the Finance committee has agreed that the expenditure corresponds with the mission policies of Student Government and the University as a whole, and;

Section V. Therefore, be it resolved that the 11th General Assembly permits the Speaker to make the expenditure of $60.00 to the Greek Council.

Signed into code on: ________________________________

Clerk Emily R. Morrison ________________________________

Speaker Heather R. Harper ________________________________
The 11th General Assembly  
General Session  
2010-2011

Senate Resolution No. 123

Sponsor: Stein  
Co-Sponsor: Morrison, Dent, Chenault, Landoll, Gore

A RESOLUTION

To encourage the Capital Center Management to add equipment to the weight room and the multi-purpose room

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE STUDENT SENATE OF CAPITAL UNIVERSITY:

Section I. Whereas, the Capital Center’s weight room is lacking in equipment; and

Section II. Whereas, the student body has often expressed complaints that there is an insufficient amount equipment in the weight and multi-purpose room; and

Section III. Whereas, the students deserve to have facilities with adequate equipment; and

Section IV. Whereas, responding to students’ requests would increase the number of students utilizing the Capital Center; and

Section V. Whereas, the student body has mention requests in the addition of lower weight dumbbells, kettle bell weights, and at least one decline bench for the Capital Center weight room; and

Section VI. Whereas, the student body has also requested a heavy bag and a speed bag to be put in the multi-purpose room in the Capital Center; and

Section VII. Whereas, the Capital University Student Government would like to encourage Capital Center Management to consider the requests of student body on adding equipment to the weight room and the multi-purpose room; and

Section VIII. Therefore, be it resolved that the Capital University Student Government 11th General Assembly encourages Capital Center Management to efficiently respond to the concerns of the student body regarding these Capital Center issues.

Signed into code on: ______________________________

Clerk Emily R. Morrison  ______________________________

Speaker Heather R. Harper  ______________________________
A RESOLUTION

To express appreciation for the work, dedication, and time reverend Denny Asp has devoted to Capital University and its students, and to wish him luck on any future endeavors.

Section I: Whereas, Denny Asp has been a reverend at Capital University for 34 years; and

Section II: Whereas, Reverend Asp has helped advance the Capital community in many ways, such as college fairs, being a church liaison, managing donations, etc…, and leading the School of Humanities as Director of Church Relations; and

Section III: Whereas, Reverend Asp has demonstrated his commitment to the students and to the university through his reliability and dedication to its students and faculty; and

Section IV: Whereas, Capital University has gained many valuable contributions from Reverend Asp; and

Section V: Whereas, the Capital community is thankful for the hard work and dedication Reverend Asp has demonstrated toward our campus; and

Section VI: Therefore, be it resolved that the Capital University Student Government 11th General Assembly expresses its appreciation to Reverend Denny Asp for his commitment to exceptional service to Capital University.

Signed into code on: ________________________________

Clerk Emily R. Morrison ________________________________

Speaker Heather R. Harper ________________________________
A RESOLUTION

To make the default printing double-sided

BE IT RESOLVED BY THE STUDENT SENATE OF CAPITAL UNIVERSITY:

Section I: Whereas, Capital University currently has the default printing setting on one side, and;

Section II: Whereas, Capital University wants to move towards a more sustainable and environmentally friendly campus, and;

Section III: Whereas, there is still the option for one-sided printing if required by professors, and;

Section IV: Whereas, double-sided printing is $0.15 for two pages while single sided printing is $0.20, and;

Section V: Whereas, double-sided printing is more fiscally conservative for Capital University, and;

Section VI: Whereas, double-sided printing is an easy way to decrease Capital University’s paper consumption, and;

Section VII: Therefore, be it resolved that the 11th General Assembly permit Capital University’s printers to default at double-sided printing.

Signed into code on: ______________________________

Clerk Emily R. Morrison ______________________________

Speaker Heather R. Harper ______________________________
A RESOLUTION

To support Greek Council to send one student to the Undergraduate Interfraternal Institute.

BE IT RESOLVED THE STUDENT SENATE OF CAPITAL UNIVERSITY:

Section I. Whereas, we the Eleventh General Assembly of the Capital University Student Government support allocating $450.00 to Greek Council, and;

Section II. Whereas, the Finance committee seeks to permit the use of funds to allocate Greek Council for the registration costs of one student to the Undergraduate Interfraternal Institute, also known as UIFI, in the amount of $450.00 from the Speaker’s fund, and;

Section III. Whereas, the Undergraduate Interfraternal Institute is an educational experience that teaches leadership and to live the values of your organization among other ideals in its curriculum, and;

Section IV. Whereas, the Finance committee has agreed that the expenditure corresponds with the mission policies of Student Government and the University as a whole, and;

Section V. Therefore, be it resolved that the 11th General Assembly permits the Speaker to make the expenditure of $450.00 to the Greek Council.

Signed into code on: __________________________

Clerk Emily R. Morrison __________________________

Speaker Heather R. Harper __________________________
A RESOLUTION

To support Greek Council to send one student to the Undergraduate Interfraternal Institute.

BE IT RESOLVED THE STUDENT SENATE OF CAPITAL UNIVERSITY:

Section I. Whereas, we the Eleventh General Assembly of the Capital University Student Government support allocating $450.00 to Greek Council, and;

Section II. Whereas, the Finance committee seeks to allocate Greek Council for the registration costs of one student to the Undergraduate Interfraternal Institute, also known as UIFI, in the amount of $450.00, and;

Section III. Whereas, the Undergraduate Interfraternal Institute is an educational experience that teaches leadership and to live the values of your organization among other ideals in its curriculum, and;

Section IV. Whereas, the Finance committee has agreed that the expenditure corresponds with the mission policies of Student Government and the University as a whole, and;

Section V. Therefore, be it resolved that the 11th General Assembly permits the Finance, Planning, and Development Committee to make the expenditure of $450.00 to the Greek Council.

Signed into code on: ________________________________

Clerk Emily R. Morrison ________________________________

Speaker Heather R. Harper ________________________________
A RESOLUTION

To express appreciation for the work, dedication, and time Professor Nicholas J. Perrini has devoted to the Capital and surrounding communities.

Section I: Whereas, Nicholas Perrini has educated, impacted, and inspired students and the Capital community at large since 1958; and

Section II: Whereas, Professor Perrini has devoted much time and effort to the Capital University Conservatory of Music and has kept music, music education, and like fields alive and the students in the Conservatory engaged and well-educated; and

Section III: Whereas, Professor Perrini founded the Capital University/Bexley Community Orchestra and created yet another link between the Capital and Bexley communities; and

Section IV: Whereas, Capital University has benefited from the work that Professor Perrini has done for and beyond the walls of the University; and

Section V: Whereas, the Capital community is thankful for the hard work and dedication Professor Perrini has demonstrated toward our campus; and

Section VI: Therefore, be it resolved that the Capital University Student Government 11th General Assembly expresses its appreciation to Professor Nicholas Perrini for sharing his education, talent, and love of music with the Capital community.

Signed into code on: ________________________________

Clerk Emily R. Morrison ________________________________

Speaker Heather R. Harper ________________________________